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Jeffries Was Saved by Weight and Power
of Enduralce.S
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The Big Sailor CriediLIcè a-CtiH4-fd(k Coaid Not Be 
Consoled—Was Clearly Beaten After the Six
teenth—The Fight by Rounds
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(From Thursday’s Extra. ) -

SPECIAL TO THE KLONDIKE NOuGET.

New York, via Skagway, Nov. 9.— broken and his left hand: His backers 
The arrival of the steamer City of Seattle immediately announced that he would

details of the seek another match. Fitzsimmons also
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sailor ducked, and both swung right
leaves Jeffries still challenged the champion.

The fight by founds :
to determine the In the fiist two rounds Sharkey assum- 

» first five rounds ed the aggressive and exchanged,heavy
____ _____ left in the minds of right end left blows with Jeffries.

a majority of those at the ringside as to 
how the fight would terminate. ; ^ :

Iti the eighth and tenth rounds hon
ors were easy, both men doing hard 

fighting. ■ -
rzja‘ the eleventh Sharkey rushed with 

his left on the eye and breast. Rights 
on the body were exchanged and * 
clinch followed. Tom rushed again,

„ ; y*
but was met by Jim and forced to his 
corner, slipping and falling on one 
knee.

leads. Jim landed an upper on Tom’s 
chest. A clinch followed and Tom 
made a awing .for Jim’s head Jrat min 
ed. Jim hooked his left on Tom’s jaw, 
staggering Tom. Tom slipped to the 
floor and pulled Jeffries’ glove off. The 

sailor tried to knock Jim out while the 
referee was fixing Jeffries’ glove. 
Jeffries broke away from the referee as
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Jeffries clearly had the advantage.

In the third and s fourth rounds no 

With the exception of the first two advantage was apparent to either. Shar- 
and the last three rounds, Sharkey fore- key still kept on the aggressive, while 
ed the fighting, and Jeffries’ power of Jeffries remained on the defensive, 

endurance alone saved him. One min- In the fifth, Sharkey rushed his man. 
ute before the gong sounded the end of Jeffries met him with a right dh his 

fight, Jeffries’ left glovg came off. ribs. A , clinch followed, ending with 

This ended the fight, although Sharkey hard exchanges, 
tried to get at the champion and give The sixth and seventh were clearly

Sharkey s rounds. The men clinched 
and Sharkey sent his left to Jeffries’ 
chest. Jeffries returned a lead on the

Sharkey led for him and sent a left 
over his shoulder. The gong sounded, 
ending the fight, and Referee Siler 

awarded the contest to Jeffries. ’ ..

-
The twelfth began with a clinch. 

Jim caught Tom on the body. Tom 
rushed, and met à heavy right swing on 
the heart, hard exchange followed, 
but both men went to their corners srail-
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Notes of the Fight.

ffSpecial to The Klondike Nugget.
New York, via Skagway, Nov. 8. — 

The contest between Jim Jeffries and 
Tom Sharkey, forthe heavyweight cham
pionship of the world, is an etent 
of the past. The fight was witnessed- 
by the largest crowd that ever attend', 
ed an exhibition of such sport. Men, 
prominent in every walk of life* 
present at the ring aide. Thè conte* 
attracted the leading sporting character» 
of the United States and Canada. L|*|ft 
sums of money were w 
the day, and the odds 
The latter backed 
win.

him a knock out. ;
The big sailor was inconsolable, and 

cried like a child. He had two ribs

ing. yy'
The thirteenth to sixteenth were Jef- 

Blood flawed freely.fell ries’ rounds.
Jeffries’ nose and ear were mashed.

In the sixteenth both rushed to/
clinch. Jim drove a right on Tom’s 
heart. Jeffries got a left in the face.
Both were bleeding. - ' ■' ”___

Rounds seventeen • to nineteen were 
filled with clinches, rushes, counter 

blocks, right and left hand blows, with 
little damage.

In the twentieth round Sharkey forc
ed Jim to his corner. Jeffries caught 
the aailcar on the mouth. I,efts were 

*— exchanged and clinches followed.
^ ^ In the twenty - first, To'm lm

hard right on Jim’s kidneys.^ Lefts 

were exchanged. • - ■ -
In the twenty third, Jeffries became 

cautious. JHKianded a right on Tom's 
jaw. Sharkey turned to his manager 

and laughed. Jeffiies men yelled to fol 
low up the advantage. Jeffries rushed 
in and the sailor was groggy when the 

gong sounded.
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Shat key had trained most faith
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* form than his opponent While the re
spective - seconds were discussing the 
prelimjnarjtie with the referee, the sail* 
betrayed some sign of anxiety ; he dee ♦ 
ly surveyed the champion, and af 
ed to be carefully considering the 
ical points of Jeffries. The latter i 
complacently in his corner. Not a 
of doubt was depicted on bis fea 
He was, and appeared to be, con 
of wthhing handily.

- Jeffries was not trained fine eno»j 
In th* twenty-third the yen rushed He carried some superfluous flesh, i 

and clinched. Jim jabbed his left in not epoiugh tg/endanger his conditi
Tom’s eye and Fis rightHtSe sail«rTa J*1*WEMW ol the LaJlIfllflWfl. jM

'outnuinbered thgse.of the sailor. Wb 
Jeffries entered the ring he was greet' 
with deafoning applause from all VH 
of the arena. He acknowledged 1 
compliments by an inclination of » 
head. Sharkey received some han^J 
ping and queers, but his reception W 
tame as compared with the 
given to his opponent
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face, and Sharkey staggered, The sail 
°r was going when the gong sounded 

In the tteçaty-foùrth, Jeffries became 

the aggressor and Cofoed the sailor jato 
his corner repeatedly with he^ry blows 

on the face and jaw. '
In the twenty-fifth and last round,
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JIM JEFFRIES.
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